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Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.  Actual performance for client accounts may differ from the asset class portfolios.   As with 
any investment strategy, higher potential returns generally involve higher risk. 

The Tribeca portfolio investment strategy is to construct investment portfolios utilizing institutional-grade asset class funds.  As with any investment 
strategy, there is a potential for profit as well as the possibility of loss.  Actual performance for client accounts may be higher or lower than historical 
averages.  Tribeca Financial, LLC is an SEC Registered Investment Advisory firm.  See Tribeca’s ADV Part II for additional information.  Statements in 
this brochure represent the opinions of Tribeca.  

Tribeca charges an investment management fee for its services.  Some services may be provided by affiliated and non-affiliated companies other than 
Tribeca Financial, LLC.  The fees or other compensation for those companies is handled separately by each company, and not part of the investment 
management fee to Tribeca Financial,  LLC. 



Tribeca Financial, LLC provides a wide range of investment management and private wealth 

management services.  Our  client  relationship is built on personal trust, open communication 

and company wide integrity.  

Tribeca builds and manages globally diversified investment portfolios of equities and fixed income 

securities, tailored to each client’s distinct Investor Profile.  We serve as registered investment 

advisors to individuals, families, businesses, retirement plans, trusts, insurance companies, 

not-for-profit organizations and other institutions.   

In addition to investment management, many clients retain us to provide comprehensive wealth 

management and financial planning using our Tribeca Private Wealth Management® service.  This 

service integrates and streamlines clients’ complex financial affairs.     

We thank you for taking a moment to learn about our philosophy and approach.  We invite you to 

contact Tribeca Financial and allow us the opportunity to learn about you and your financial goals.

Tribeca Financial, LLC

“If we command our wealth, we shall be rich and free; if our wealth commands us, we are poor indeed.”  
                               Edmund Burke

Welcome to
Tribeca Financial
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How your financial advisor is paid may influence the advice you receive.  Most financial advisors sell 

financial products and receive commissions from the Wall Street companies whose products they sell.

We are paid by our clients for providing investment advice, not by Wall Street companies for selling 

their products.

As an independent company, we have no conflicts of interest, nor do we earn commissions on your 

transactions or charge custody fees.  Our fees are based solely on the assets we manage for you.

Our investment management team includes financial planners, CPAs, attorneys and other professionals 

who work together to build your financial future.  

Independent 
Advice 
Tribeca works to meet your objectives – not to sell Wall Street products.  

Who Pays Your Advisor?
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Our methodology for investing is not speculative (stock picking or market timing) but instead is 

based on the science of capital markets.  We use the cumulative wisdom of decades of financial research to 

design portfolios consisting of thousands of securities.  Along with Nobel Laureates and leading academics, 

we believe the best way to preserve and grow your wealth is through a fully diversified portfolio, invested 

throughout the globe.

A Better Way to Invest

Tribeca Investment 
Management Services
“Suppose you made a list of the smartest people alive in finance.  What would you give to know how these titans invest their own money?”   
                                                                                    Fortune Magazine

Investing your money is serious business.  Tribeca Financial is committed to our role as your 

financial advisor.  Our approach is straightforward: we listen to your concerns, understand your 

objectives, and then build and manage an institutional-grade investment portfolio that is customized 

to your circumstances.
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Putting the 
Puzzle Together 
Like a jigsaw puzzle, your full financial picture only makes sense once all the pieces are in place.
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The 8 Key Pieces 
  of Wealth Management 

Integrated Planning Comprehensive Advice Customized Reporting Coordination of Experts

Investment Management  
   Integrated Asset Allocation and Portfolio Design
   Customized Asset Management Programs 
   Alternative Investments
   Education Savings

Tax Planning
   Income Tax and Estate Tax Planning
   Tax-Advantaged Investing
   Key Advisor Coordination
   Charitable Planning

Insurance
   Life Insurance Analysis and Design
   Long-Term Care
   Disability Protection
   Property and Casualty Insurance

Business Planning
   Business Succession
   Buy-Sell Agreement
   Non-Qualified Retirement Plans
   Key Employee Retention
   Business Tax Planning

Income and Asset Protection
   Creditor Protection
   Disability Insurance
   Income Replacement

Estate Planning
   Wealth Transfer and Tax Reduction
   Charitable Gifting
   Trust Services

Wealth Management Planning
   Values and Goals
   Prioritization of Objectives
   Comprehensive Financial Planning
   Key Advisor Coordination

Retirement Planning
                           IRA Rollover and Distribution Planning
   401(k) Plans
   Income Protection Analysis
   Qualified Plan Design and Compliance



The Financial 
Science Revolution
“Investors should choose portfolios that not only maximize expected returns, but through diversification, choose portfolios that offer the 
highest expected return for a given level of risk.”                                                                         Harry Markowitz, 1990 Nobel Laureate in Economics

What Determines
 Investment Performance?
Asset allocation accounts for at least  
96% of investment performance.1 

Diversified 
Asset Allocation  96%

Market Timing and 
Stock Selection  4%
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Asset allocation describes how your investments are diversified among specific categories of 
assets, such as large cap stocks, international stocks, bonds and real estate.  At Tribeca, we focus 
on asset allocation as the chief tool to balance investment risk and expected return, based on 
your Investor Profile.

An investment portfolio should be diversified among many asset classes, including:
Asset Classes
.U.S. Large Cap Stocks.U.S. Small Cap Stocks.U.S. Value Stocks.U.S. Growth Stocks

.U.S. Real Estate (REITs).International Stocks.International Real Estate.Emerging Markets Stocks

.Private Investments.Mortgage Pools.Government Bonds.Corporate Bonds

1 Source: DFA study (2002) of 44 institutional equity pension plans with $452 billion in total assets.  Factor analysis run over various periods, averaging nine years.  
Total assets based on total plan dollar amounts as of December 31, 2001.  

The Revolution Begins...

In 1952, Harry Markowitz wrote an 18-page 

doctoral thesis at the University of Chicago that 

changed investing forever.  He demonstrated that 

asset allocation is the most important element in 

performance, and that diversification mitigates 

risk.  This challenged the conventional wisdom of 

the time that stressed analysis of individual 

securities and concentrated stock holdings.   

Markowitz was the first in a long line of 

Nobel Laureates and other financial thinkers 

who revolutionized the field of investing.  As 

the beneficiaries of their research, Tribeca 

manages client investment portfolios using 

the best investment practices developed over 

the last 50 years.

Clients who meet minimum portfolio requirements may also benefit from our Tribeca Private Wealth 
Management® service.  Tribeca advisors work closely with our Private Wealth clients to deliver innovative 
solutions customized to meet their individual wealth management needs.  Unlike conventional methods 
which require you to coordinate with a myriad of specialists – investment advisors, insurance agents, 
accountants and attorneys – the Tribeca Private Wealth Management®  service integrates these services with 
the convenience of a single point of contact.  

By complementing our resources with those of outside experts, we can help streamline and enhance your 
wealth management plan.  We systematically address each area of concern, or planning opportunity, to 
assure integration and coordination of the different aspects of your total financial picture.

Tribeca Private Wealth Management® provides advanced planning and comprehensive wealth integration 
services during the entire life cycle of:  

Tribeca Private 
Wealth Management®

Tribeca Private Wealth Management® is the premier solution for high net worth individuals, families and businesses needing  
comprehensive wealth management services.

Specialized Advice . . . 
     Integrated Solutions 
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Wealth Preservation Wealth DistributionWealth Accumulation 



The Tribeca 
Philosophy

Traditional managed funds or even index funds do not effectively capture asset class returns across the 
investment spectrum. In recent years, proprietary asset class funds-representing all asset classes in the 
global investment universe-were created exclusively for large corporations and institutional investors.

Tribeca now utilizes these same institutional-grade funds to construct fully diversified portfolios in 
a practical form for investors.

Tribeca investors are not high-risk investors or speculators.  Their primary concern is preserving capital and allowing the value of their assets 
to grow, while minimizing risk and tax consequences.

The Tribeca  Investment  Philosophy is 
 Based on Six Governing Principles:
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Manage Risk:  
Risk is best managed through a portfolio of thousands of securities that is broadly 
diversified and passively managed.  The majority of investors should have portfolios with both 
equities and fixed income securities.

Markets Work:  
Markets efficiently reward investors for supplying capital.  The reward is based on the risk 
taken—risk and return are related.  Over the long term, Wall Street research offers investors no 
additional value.  

Customized Portfolios:  
One size does not fit all.  Investment portfolios should be matched to an investor’s individual 
goals and risk tolerance based on six factors: time horizon, net worth, savings rate, risk 
attitude, investment knowledge and money values.

Long Term:  
Portfolios that incorporate equities should focus on the long term to allow for maximum 
appreciation and avoid the pitfalls of market timing.

Regular Consultation:
Investors should always work from a written investment policy statement.  Regular,  
in-depth consultations between advisors and clients will help advisors provide sound 
investment advice.

Ongoing Education:  
Portfolios cannot be separated from the investors who own them.  Through an understanding 
of Tribeca’s educational materials such as The 7 Deadly Sins of Investing®, clients will 
avoid the common pitfalls of investing and achieve a better investment experience.   

Your Personal 
Financial Advisor
A financial advisor’s role is not to pick stocks or time the market, but to design and implement a financial plan based on your time horizon, 
investment objectives, and ability to tolerate risk.

There is a wide and ever-changing assortment of investment options.   We can help cut through the confusion to 
build an investment plan that is right for you – one that not only produces desired returns, but also minimizes taxes 
and investment risk.  Once we have a comprehensive picture of your circumstances and concerns, we will design a 
plan to meet your unique needs.  

Putting You in the Investment Process  

Personal Consultation1
�rough personal consultations, your Tribeca advisor identifies your 
Investor Profile based on six key factors:  time horizon, net worth, savings 
rate, risk attitude, investment knowledge and money values.

Investment Proposal2
Tribeca then generates an Investment Policy Statement (IPS) based on 
your Investor Profile.  �e IPS is designed to maximize returns relative 
to your risk tolerance.

Portfolio Implementation3
Tribeca invests the assets in strict accordance to the IPS in a 
portfolio of institutional-grade asset class funds.

Performance Reporting4
Tribeca provides you with a comprehensive reporting package that includes 
portfolio performance and all transactions made for the quarter.

Rebalancing5
Continuous monitoring ensures that your portfolio remains in compliance 
with your IPS.  Tribeca periodically rebalances the portfolio back to the 
original guidelines.

Regular Communication6
Your circumstances may change over time, bringing new opportunities 
and challenges.  Your Tribeca advisor will communicate with you 
regularly to provide ongoing financial advice. 
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Tribeca constructs investment portfolios based on sound financial science developed by Nobel 
Laureates and leading academics.  More importantly, our portfolios deliver superior real-world 
performance while minimizing taxes and transaction costs.

Equity Investment Approach:.Provide true global diversification to obtain asset class performance and reduce risk .Offer superior long-term growth with an emphasis on small company and value stocks

Fixed Income Investment Approach:

.Risk is reduced by focusing on higher quality, shorter duration  
    instruments, which have less correlation with equities

.Adding fixed income reduces overall portfolio risk and volatility
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Building 
Investment Portfolios
Tribeca uses financial science combined with sophisticated modeling to create an array of investment options to meet your changing needs.

Bringing Financial Science to Your Portfolio

Tribeca’s Investment Portfolios

Tribeca’s Five-Factor Protocol

Market:                     Stocks have higher expected returns than fixed income.
Size:                          Small company stocks have higher expected returns than large company stocks.
Value/Growth:        Lower-priced “value” stocks have higher expected returns than higher-priced 
                      “growth ” stocks.

Maturity:                 Longer-term instruments are riskier than shorter-term instruments without               
                                    a commensurate increase in expected return.
Default:                   Instruments of lower credit quality are riskier than instruments of higher credit 
                                    quality without a commensurate increase in expected return.

Three Equity Factors

Two Fixed Income Factors

Tribeca’s portfolio modeling combines classes of 
assets together to reduce risk and increase 

expected return.

Portfolio
Rebalancing
Rebalancing is the process of adjusting the weighting of your portfolio’s asset classes to reflect your target Investor Profile. 

Problem: Unbalanced Portfolio Solution: Rebalance
A properly weighted portfolio may 
become unbalanced over time, creating a 
portfolio mix that no longer reflects 
your target Investor Profile.

Rebalancing restores the targeted asset 
allocation mix by adding new assets or 
selling part of the appreciating asset 
classes, then shifting the proceeds to the 
other asset classes. 

Carefully building an investment portfolio is only part of the process.  Periodic rebalancing keeps your portfolio in 
line with your selected model portfolio.

The  hypothetical portfolio below begins in Period 1 with a target asset allocation model that divides the portfolio 
into four asset classes – each representing 25% of the total.  Over time, the difference in investment performance 
of the four asset classes may shift the asset allocation away from original guidelines,  resulting in risk characteristics 
that are out of line with the Investor Profile.  Rebalancing is the solution.  
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Target Allocation

Rebalance

.Asset Class 1.Asset Class 2.Asset Class 3.Asset Class 4

25%

25% 25%

25%

Period 1

25%

25% 25%

25%

Period 3

23%

12%

34%

31%

Period 2

24%

18%
30%

28%
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Clients who meet minimum portfolio requirements may also benefit from our Tribeca Private Wealth 
Management® service.  Tribeca advisors work closely with our Private Wealth clients to deliver innovative 
solutions customized to meet their individual wealth management needs.  Unlike conventional methods 
which require you to coordinate with a myriad of specialists – investment advisors, insurance agents, 
accountants and attorneys – the Tribeca Private Wealth Management®  service integrates these services with 
the convenience of a single point of contact.  

By complementing our resources with those of outside experts, we can help streamline and enhance your 
wealth management plan.  We systematically address each area of concern, or planning opportunity, to 
assure integration and coordination of the different aspects of your total financial picture.

Tribeca Private Wealth Management® provides advanced planning and comprehensive wealth integration 
services during the entire life cycle of:  

Tribeca Private 
Wealth Management®

Tribeca Private Wealth Management® is the premier solution for high net worth individuals, families and businesses needing  
comprehensive wealth management services.

Specialized Advice . . . 
     Integrated Solutions 
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Putting the 
Puzzle Together 
Like a jigsaw puzzle, your full financial picture only makes sense once all the pieces are in place.
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Why Choose 
Tribeca Financial?  
“Choices are the hinges of destiny.”        
                                             Edwin Markham

Benefits of 
 Tribeca Financial:



1635 N. Greenfield Rd., Suite 115
Mesa, Arizona 85205
480.248.6400
www.TribecaFinancial.us
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